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Abstract

Much recent research effort has been devoted to designing efficient code clone detection algorithms and tools. However, there has been little human-based empirical study of how the output of those tools is used by developers when performing maintenance tasks. In this study 43 computer science graduate students completed a bug localization task in which a clone was present while researchers observed their activities. The goal of the study was to understand how those developers use clone information to perform this task. The results of this study showed that participants who used the clone information correctly, i.e. they first identified a defect then used it to look for clones of the defect, were more effective than participants who used the information incorrectly. The results also showed that participants who had industrial experience were more effective than those without industrial experience.
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1. Introduction

A common approach employed by developers when coding is to identify sections of code that can be copied, pasted and possibly edited, rather than writing completely new code [9]. This copied code is referred to as a code clone. There are many reasons why a developer may choose to clone code rather than writing new code, e.g. they think it is faster. On average, between five and twenty percent of software systems are constituted of cloned code [16].

There are conflicting views on whether code clones are problematic. Earlier work by Fowler et al. classified code clones as a ‘bad smell’ that would increase the difficulty of maintenance [5]. However, more recent work indicates that code clones may not be as harmful as originally believed [9,15]. In fact, code clones may improve productivity [7]. Rahman et al. found little empirical evidence that clones negatively affect software maintainability but did find that cloned code may be less fault prone than non-cloned code [12]. However, everyone agrees that awareness of code clones is critical to support correct (and complete) performance of software maintenance tasks. Consequently, in recent years, researchers have been developing approaches for clone detection in source code, along with accompanying tools to support those approaches.

It appears to be assumed by the creators of these approaches, that if a developer is provided with code clone information, they will know how to use it. We have seen no studies that actually verify the usefulness of the presented code clone information. Therefore, the main motivation behind this study was observe how developers would use a ‘code clone report’ while performing a bug localization task. We wanted to understand, given a clone report and no instruction on using the information contained in the report, how a developer would utilize the report. We developed the following research questions to drive the study:

- **RQ 1:** How do developers use a clone information report in bug localization task?
  - **RQ 1.1:** Will developers use the clone information report?
  - **RQ 1.2:** Does the clone information aid developers in successfully identifying where multiple changes must be made?
  - **RQ 1.3:** Does the clone information lead developers to identify false-positives?
- **RQ 2:** Do novice and professional developers use the clone information differently? If so, how?

Based on how the developers make use of the clone report, the long term goal of our work is to suggest ways to improve the code clone reports to make developer more efficient when using them.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the related work. Section 3 provides details about the study. Section 4 contains a detailed data
analysis. Section 5 describes the threats to validity. Section 6 contains the conclusions and plans for future work.

2. Related work

There has been a considerable amount of research conducted on clone detection approaches and tools. Bellon, et al., give a detailed description of the types of clone detection tools and the output produced by these tools [2]. This paper was helpful in understanding how the clone report is generated by various tools, specifically CCFinder [6], which was used in our study.

Unfortunately, there are very few empirical studies that focus on understanding how software developers use the output of such approaches to maintain code. The most relevant empirical study to our research, by Kim et al., focused on the coding habits of professional software developers. The study provides insight into the positive and negative aspects of copy and paste behavior. The researchers began by using naturalistic observation and later shifted to automated data collection, when they noticed that the observers were creating an unnecessary disturbance to the participants [9]. In our study, we collected data through the same type of naturalistic observation, without use of automated data collection. In our case, the observers did not interfere with or disturb the activities of the participants. In addition, the observers were able to answer the participants’ questions about the conduct of the study. We considered adapting automated data collection. Because this approach has its own share of shortcomings, we chose not to use it in this study.

Some previous work provides some insight into the potential impacts that code clones have. Krinke, et al.’s study of open source software indicated that half of the changes to code clone groups are inconsistent with each other [11]. A study by Cordy, et al. reports that removing clones actually increases risk in large software systems [3]. Similarly, Kasper, et al. claim that clones have a positive impact on maintainability. They describe several patterns of cloning and discuss their benefits for the long term evolution of software. Instead of eradicating repeated code, there should be effort towards developing tools to support long term maintenance of clones [7].

3. Study Overview

The goal of this study was to understand how developers use the output of a code clone detection tool while performing a standard maintenance task of bug localization. To make the study tractable, we used bug localization (i.e. identifying the source code elements that must be modified to correct a bug) rather than actual bug repair. This choice seems reasonable as the main use of clone information is to help a developer identify cloned code that must change, rather than to actually make the change. In order to conduct this study, we chose a software application that met some specific requirements. Section 3.1 describes the software application used in the study. Section 3.2 then gives a detailed description of the study design. Finally, Section 3.3 explains the data that was collected during the study.

3.1 Software System: Apache Ant 1.6.5

Because the difficulty of the bug localization task was highly dependent upon the software system being examined, we determined that the software should be:

- Large enough to make bug identification a nontrivial task;
- Small enough that participants could perform the bug localization task in one hour; and
- Contained both a bug that was in cloned code and a bug that was in non-cloned code to control for the placebo effect.

To meet these requirements we chose Apache Ant version 1.6.5. Apache Ant automates the software build process, similar to Make. We chose version 1.6.5 because it contained two distinct bugs that met our requirements. Bug 1 had two instantiations, or clones, in different methods within the same class. Bug 2 was a simpler bug and had only one instantiation (i.e. no clones). So, each participant had the opportunity to identify three correct defects (both instantiations of bug 1 and the one instantiation of bug 2) and one incorrect report of a false positive (a second instantiation of bug 2 which did not exist). The two bugs are user-reported bugs available in the Apache Ant Bugzilla repository. We relied on the posted solution in Bugzilla to verify the correctness of the participants. Due to the presence of solutions on the web, the participants were not allowed access to the internet during the study.

3.2 Study Design

The Training: The course instructors gave the participants a brief lecture about code clones and their impact on software development and maintenance. These lectures familiarized the participants with the terms code clone and code clone report. The lectures did not give the participants specific guidance on how to use the clone information, because we were testing the efficacy of the clone report for the typical developer, not one with detailed knowledge about code clones and the use of code clone tools.

After the training, the participants received an overview document containing the following information needed to complete the experimental tasks.

1. A brief introduction to code clones, the Apache Ant system and definitions of important terms.
2. A directory structure of Apache Ant 1.6.5.
3. Information on how to reproduce the two bugs.

The participants also received the Ant documentation, the j2dsk-1.4.2 documentation, and the clone report.
The Sample: The 43 participants were drawn from graduate software courses, 13 from the University of Alabama (UA) and 30 from the University of Alabama in Huntsville (UAH). As discussed in the results section, some participants were novices (little or no industrial experience) while others had industrial experience.

The Task: The participants performed the bug localization task for the two Apache Ant 1.6.5 bugs described in the overview documents. Based on the information provided during training, the participants were instructed to identify the specific location (file, method, and line number) that should be modified to correct the bug. They were told that they should identify all portions of the code that must be modified to correct the bug. The participants were not expected to actually make the repair. All tasks were conducted in a Linux environment. The participants were allowed to use the standard Linux utilities “find” and “grep” within the terminal, or were allowed to use the search dialog box provided by Ubuntu. The participants were not provided with any means to execute the code. Once they had identified the bug, they recorded their findings in the defect identification sheet (Section 3.3).

3.3 Data Collection

We used two types of data collection in this study: naturalistic observation and self-reported data.

Naturalistic Observation While performing the bug localization tasks, two of the authors acted as passive observers. The observers stood behind the participants and watched over their shoulder as they worked. Because the participants performed the study in groups of four, the two observers divided their time observing the four participants. To perform this division of time, each observer was responsible for two participants. They alternated between observing the participants every two minutes. After 30 minutes (half of the experimental session), the observers switched and observed the two participants whom they had not observed during the first 30 minutes.

In cases where there were less than four participants in a session, the observers observed the participants who were present for two minutes, then did not observe them for two minutes to ensure that the same data was collected throughout the study. Figure 1 shows the layout of the room in which the experiment was conducted.

The observers maintained a ‘fly on the wall’ profile unless the participants specifically asked them questions. The participants asked questions like: “What exactly are we supposed to do here?”; “How do I read the clone report?”; “Can I execute the code?”; “Can I access the internet?”; and “I am not able to find the bug, what should I do?” The observers kept their answers as brief as possible so as not to give away any information that may have biased the study or helped the participant complete the task.

During the observations, the observers recorded information about which resources the participant was using (i.e. the code, the code clone report, the report form and the overview sheet), what actions the participant was performing, and subjective notes about the participant’s actions. To record this information, the observers used the Observer’s Data Recording Form shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 1. Study Design](image)

Self-Reported Data To collect self-reported data, we used two different data collection forms: the bug identification form and the post observation questionnaire. The participants used the bug identification form (Figure 3) to report the bugs that they found in the system. The form includes places to record a time stamp, bug location, description of defect, steps taken to locate the defect and how they would fix the defect. The defect identification sheet has space to report four defects, two for each bug (the original defect and the clone if present). Even though only one bug had a clone, so as not to bias the results, the defect form provided space to an original defect and a clone for each bug. The information from this form helped us calculate the number of successful defects detected, false positives if any and the time they took to find the bugs.

The post-observation questionnaire was given to the participants at the end of the experiment. On it the participants reported their experience with software development experience, bug localization, code clones and CCFinder (the tool whose output was provided to the participants as the clone report). The participants were also
provided with space to give their opinion of the usefulness of the clone report for finding and locating the defects.

4. Data Analysis

This section is organized around the research questions presented in Section 1. We use an alpha value of 0.05 for judging statistical significance.

4.1 Overview of Data

Figure 4 partitions the sample based on their performance in terms of finding the three true defects and the one false positive. The largest group of participants was those who found none of the defects. Prior to this study, most participants had little experience identifying defects in large software systems. The data showed that participants who had some software development experience, as reported in the post observation questionnaire, were more confident and more efficient performing the task. The small group of participants who found all three defects had all worked on multiple industrial software projects. Another observation from this data is that in spite of having a detailed clone report; several participants were able to locate the initial defects but were not able to find the clone defect for Bug 1. In addition, some participants found a false positive (the nonexistent clone for Bug 2).

4.2 RQ 1.1 – Will Developers use Clone Information

Research Question 1.1 focused on understanding whether the participants would use the clone information at all, and if so, how they would use it. On the post observation questionnaire the participants reported the efficacy of the clone report for the bug localization task on a five-point Likert scale (1-not effective at all to 5-highly effective). We grouped the participants into those that had a positive impression of the clone report (4 and 5 on the scale) and those that had a negative impression (3 or lower). We then performed a t-test between these two groups to compare the number of defects found (two defects for bug 1 and one defect for bug 2). The participants who had a positive impression of the clone report were more effective (1.45 defects vs. .78 defects on average) suggesting that people who find the clone report useful report more defects. This difference was not significant ($t_{14} = 1.946; p = .059$). To gain more insight into these results, the 19 participants who did not find any defects were excluded and the same analysis performed. Those who found the clone report more useful were significantly more effective (2.29 defects vs. 1.47 defects on average) ($t_{19} = 2.739; p = .012$).

At this point, we cannot claim causality between these two variables. We are not sure whether 1) finding the clone report useful caused the increase in defects found 2) finding more defects resulted in a more positive view of the clone report, or 3) some other variable influenced the results.

In order to evaluate how the clone report was being used, we had to define correct usage. If a participant fully understood how to use the clone report, he would realize that the clone report was only useful after identifying a defect to help search for clones of the problematic code. Because the clone report is merely a list of cloned code, it is not useful in identifying the original defect. Therefore, we defined correct usage of the clone report as using the clone report to search for clone code only after first identifying a defect. We defined incorrect usage as usage of the clone report prior to identifying a defect. Using these definitions, we characterized each participant as either correct or incorrect. However, because many participants were unfamiliar with a clone report, during the first ten minutes a participant could familiarize himself with the clone report without being characterized as incorrect.

Most participants did not use the clone report correctly - only eight participants used the correct process. Many of the participants appeared to be attempting to use the clone report to locate the initial defects, which would suggest that the clone report requires at least a small amount of training before being used for maximum efficacy.

4.3 RQ 1.2 – Is Clone Information Useful

Research Question 1.2 focused on understanding whether the clone information helps developers find defects. In
order to conduct this analysis we divided the sample into
two groups based on the definition of correct and incorrect
usage of the clone information as defined in Section 4.1.
Then, we conducted two analyses.
First, we tested whether participants who used the
correct process were more effective overall than those who
used the incorrect process. Figure 5 shows that those who
used the correct process found an average of 1.62 defects
compared with 0.8 defects (out of a possible 3) for those
who used the incorrect process. An independent samples t-
test showed a significant difference ($t_{df} = -2.146; p=.038$).
Second, we tested whether the participants who used the
correct process were more effective in finding the cloned
defect related to Bug 1. However, this difference was not
significant ($t_{df} = -1.713; p = .094$).

![Figure 5: Correct vs. Incorrect Use of Clone Report](image)

4.4 RQ 1.3 – Does Clone Information Lead to False
Positives
Research Question 1.3 focused on understanding whether
or not the clone information report misleads a developer
towards detection of false positives while looking for the
clone of a bug. None of the participants who used the clone
report correctly reported a false positive. All five participants
who did identify a false positive used the clone
report incorrectly. While this result was not significant
(likely due to small number of participants who used the
correct process), the fact that no one that used the correct
process reported a false positive is an encouraging result

4.5 RQ 2 – Novices vs. Professionals
To determine the effects of the participants’ previous
programming experience, we divided the sample into two
groups: novices and professionals. On the post observation
questionnaire, participants indicated their experience on a
five-point Likert scale. Participants who answered 1, 2 or 3
(indicating either no experience or only classroom
experience) were judged to be novices. Those who
answered 4 or 5 (indicating experience in industry on one
or more than one project) were judged to be professionals.

Using a similar analysis as in RQ1.2, we compared the
effectiveness of novices and professionals. On average, the
professionals identified more defects than the novices (1.53
vs. .43 respectively). This difference was significant ($t_{df} = -
4.222; p < .001$). In addition, all four participants who
correctly identified the cloned defect were professionals.
The professionals also tended to use the clone report
correctly more often than the novices did. Table 1 is the
contingency table showing the distributions of these two
variables. Even though a chi-square test did not show a
significant result ($X^2 = 1.010; p=.315$), there is a positive
trend suggesting that the experienced participants tend to
use the clone report correctly more often than novices.

These results suggest that clone detection ability is
heavily reliant on experience, as professionals tended to use
the clone report correctly more often than novices.
However, this result could also have been caused by a
another factor: the professionals identified significantly
more defects than the novices, so the novices had a lower
probability of finding the clone defect because finding the
initial defect is a prerequisite to finding the cloned defect.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Use of Clone Report</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Incorrect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novice</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Novice/Professional vs Correct/Incorrect

5. Threats to Validity

Construct Validity: We defined the correct and incorrect
usage of clone information based on theory and on
participant observation. It is possible that this definition is
incorrect or that the method we used to partition the
participants into the groups was biased. Either of these
problems could introduce a threat to construct validity.

Internal Validity: We chose a system written in JAVA
because we assumed most students would be familiar with
that language. If someone was not familiar with JAVA, it
could bias the results. Ideally the participants should have
had an option to select the programming language with
which they were most familiar. The participants performed
the task in a Linux environment which could be a validity
threat if they were not familiar with Linux and the search
features it provides. Finally, to prevent a threat to validity
of the participants being able to locate the solutions on the
web, we did not provide internet access. This choice could
also introduce a threat in that it changes the typical working
environment for a developer.

External Validity: The participant population consisted of
both novices and professionals, reducing a threat to
external validity. Conversely, the task was performed in isolation rather than as part of a complete maintenance process, which may introduce a threat to external validity. The task was a realistic task (i.e. bug localization), but it was not complete (i.e. the participants did not fix the bug). Finally, the participants were not trained in using the clone report. Although this lack of training could introduce a threat to validity, one of our study goals was to see how people would use the report without training.

6. Conclusion and future work:

There have been few human-based empirical studies focused on code clones and clone reports. This exploratory study provides insights into how developers use a clone report. Some concrete conclusions from the study are:

- Initial evidence shows that, without training, most participants used the clone report incorrectly. Some argue that clone detection tools are needed to support the maintenance process because those tasks are often assigned to entry level developers. However, if those developers cannot use the clone report correctly, such clone detection tools are of little use to them.
- There is a relationship between correct use of the clone report and effectiveness, although we have yet to not establish a causal relationship.
- In a large software system the clone report might not help developers locate the initial defect, but it will help them locate clones of that defect. Use of the clone report may also reduce reporting of false positives.

As this was an exploratory study, there are a number of replications that can be performed. Since the lack of training on how to use clone information was a threat to validity, a replication can be done to control for clone detection training (i.e. by training half of the participants how to use the clone information correctly and not training the other half). Another replication can be performed in an environment where the participants could execute the code and repair the defects to see whether the results differ. Another replication will look at defects involving more than two instances of cloned code. For example, assume there are eight clones, but only three cause defects.

We will also investigate the false positives in more detail. We will look at the effects of the clone report on false positive identifications For example, if someone incorrectly identifies a defect and then, using the clone report, do they identify additional false positives?

Finally, this study serves as a starting point for a series of studies in which we will evaluate the effectiveness of various types of clone detection tools as well as various methods for presenting clone information to developers.
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